
Our work with food in 2022

Read about our food projects,
including food activities for
children, serving dinner at youth
club and our family food bank.

"No one should go hungry;
especially children. They are the
future."

-Crowdfunder donor
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Food activities at JYC

"The vegducation activity is fun and it
helps the children to be more aware of

food and why it is important to eat well."

We have always created fun & informal ways
to teach children about healthy eating at

our youth club sessions 

We have found that if children have fun and
participate in making food, they’re more

likely to try what they have made. 

Using food in this way builds self-
confidence and teaches children new skills.

-Ros Barresi (JYC's food activities coordinator)
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Onions
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Onions

Fresh fruit at JYC
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Onions

Dinner at JYC
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Food bank for families

Unfortunately over the last few months the supply of
surplus food available to charities has decreased,

both nationally and locally. 

Thanks to:

We have now increased our fundraising efforts, so
that we can continue to support families through

various food projects in 2023.

Visit the next page to read about our
successful online Crowdfunder campaign!

Our charity has relied upon donations of surplus food
in the past to feed all of the children who come to our
sessions and also the families who use our food bank.

 Families can be referred to our family food
bank by their school, nursery, local advice

centre or support worker.

Thanks to generous local donations, and
deliveries of surplus food from SOFEA and

Oxford Food Hub, we have been able to
give families free boxes of food each week

for a sustained period of time.

 Families are often referred to us due to
loss of income and the cost of living crisis.

 We've also received regular deliveries of
toiletries and cleaning supplies from local

donors, which we appreciate a lot!

Families have thanked us for giving out
halal meat at the end of Ramadan, and this
has helped them to celebrate Eid together

as a family, and not have to worry about
the additional cost of food during this time.

Donations of halal meat via Willowbrook
Farm has also been a welcomed addition.

Local donations

A shift in surplus supply
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